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Vintage Paper Doll Template
A Practical WeddingArtful Paper DollsAntique DollsA Raisin in the SunRaggedy Ann StoriesStorybook ToysFolk Art
SantasGreat Fashion Designs of the Seventies Paper DollsMy Rag DollB-Movie Bombshells Paper DollsRussian Folk
Costumes Paper DollsGreat Fashion Designs of the Twenties Paper DollsThe Bluest EyeDolly Dingle Paper DollsPaper Puppet
PaloozaPaper Dolls Fashion WorkshopRosie the Riveter Paper DollsMandala Coloring BookAction Stars Paper DollsColonial
Fashions Paper DollsMade to Play!Nancy Drew Classic Paper DollsVictorian Cat FamilyPioneer GirlDream Wedding Paper
Dolls with Glitter!Leathermen Paper DudesSewing Clothes for BarbieThe Great Pantyhose Crafts BookMarilyn Monroe Paper
DollsFanciful Fashions Coloring BookPope Francis Paper DollsMy Book of Little House Paper DollsAlexander McQueen
FashionsCollage Couture Studio Paper DollsChinese Opera Costumes Paper DollsLittle Women Paper DollsGlamorous
Television Stars Paper DollsHarold and the Purple CrayonMore Lettie Lane Paper DollsGertie's New Fashion Sketchbook

A Practical Wedding
A glimpse into the rich history of paper dolls is accompanied by many charming manufactured and handmade examples.

Artful Paper Dolls
Antique Dolls
A Raisin in the Sun
This racy, action-packed collection features 16 of the cinema's hottest action stars, including Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Angelina Jolie, Halle Berry, Sigourney Weaver, Brad Pitt, Harrison Ford, and others. Two costumes each, plus accessories.
Contains mature content.

Raggedy Ann Stories
Bathing suits, sportswear, gowns, and party dresses comprise the wardrobes for 16 lovely ladies from TV land. From Dinah
Shore, Susan Lucci, and Diahann Carroll to Cher, Farrah Fawcett, and Sarah Jessica Parker, the stars represent every
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television era — from the fifties to the present. Each is accompanied by an additional outfit.

Storybook Toys
Provides instructions for creating eleven rag dolls along with clothes and accessories that include dresses, bags, shoes, and
jackets.

Folk Art Santas
Sew Barbie this cute wardrobe of 24 stylish outfits. Sew clothes for every day or create outfits for special occasions. The
detailed explanations are accompanied by step-by-step diagrams and real-size patterns. Sew Barbie this cute wardrobe of
24 stylish outfits. Sew clothes for every day: jeans and a tie-waist shirt for a picnic in the country, a fleecy jumper and pants
for skiing, a bikini, towel and sunhat for the beach or dungarees for DIY. Or create outfits for special occasions, such as a
floral cocktail dress, A-line wedding dress or a formal lacy dress for the theater. And why not dip into the dressing-up box
with fairy, mermaid and superwoman costumes? The detailed explanations are accompanied by step-by-step diagrams and
real-size patterns, which can be adapted for petite, curvy, tall or original Barbie. The techniques used are simple and the
outfits can be sewn by hand or on the machine. These are ideal projects for upcycling old clothes or making use of scraps of
fabric from your stash.

Great Fashion Designs of the Seventies Paper Dolls
Zelda and Scott Fitzgeraldthe "Lost Generation."..illustrations by John Held, Jr.the "It" girlLucky LindaLouise
Brooksprosperity, seemingly endless, and the inevitable crash. The Twenties loom large in the American imagination as a
decade unto itself, a brief span of years, but with a style all its own.

My Rag Doll
Sixteen shapely dolls, each with an authentic costume from a 1950s B-movie, include Anita Ekberg, Janet Leigh, Mamie Van
Doren, Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jayne Mansfield, Rhonda Fleming, Debra Paget, and others.

B-Movie Bombshells Paper Dolls
Alexander McQueen made headlines as Kate Middleton wore a gown designed by the House of McQueen for her royal
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wedding. This paper doll tribute to the late fashion superstar includes 3 dolls and more than 30 costumes.

Russian Folk Costumes Paper Dolls
The many different nationalities that settled in colonial America formed a rich mosaic of European cultures: English, Dutch,
French, Spanish, and others. Tom Tierney offers 11 paper dolls that can display 21 outfits, including court gowns, capes,
"playne" clothing, lace-trimmed dresses, Cavalier-styled hats, and other splendid European apparel.

Great Fashion Designs of the Twenties Paper Dolls
Six dolls — bride and groom, bridesmaid and groomsman, flower girl and ring bearer ― plus more than a dozen glittering
outfits for the bride and bridesmaid. Includes play scene on inside covers.

The Bluest Eye
Even today, with the proliferation of fancy electronics, computers, and video games, people are still enchanted by the
simple, funny movement created by a flat, two-dimensional paper puppet; they are automatically, and inherently, amusing.
This book teaches readers how to make a wide variety of moveable paper puppets, charming toys, and novel, artful gifts.
The projects are beautiful, magical, whimsical and will appeal to readers with many different craft interests. There is
something very childlike about puppets, yet they are not easily dismissed into something strictly ‘for children’. Paper
puppets are versatile, easy to make, and can be used with many types of artwork such as on cards or in shadow boxes.

Dolly Dingle Paper Dolls
A companion to the popular website APracticalWedding.com and A Practical Wedding Planner, A Practical Wedding helps
you sort through the basics to create the wedding you want -- without going broke or crazy in the process. After all, what
really matters on your wedding day is not so much how it looked as how it felt. In this refreshing guide, expert Meg Keene
shares her secrets to planning a beautiful celebration that reflects your taste and your relationship. You'll discover: The real
purpose of engagement (hint: it's not just about the planning) How to pinpoint what matters most to you and your partner
DIY-ing your wedding: brilliant or crazy? How to communicate decisions to your family Why that color-coded spreadsheet is
actually worth it Wedding Zen can be yours. Meg walks you through everything from choosing a venue to writing vows,
complete with stories and advice from women who have been in the trenches: the Team Practical brides. So here's to the
joyful wedding, the sensible wedding, the unbelievably fun wedding! A Practical Wedding is your complete guide to getting
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married with grace.

Paper Puppet Palooza
"A Raisin in the Sun" reflects Lorraine Hansberry's childhood experiences in segregated Chicago. This electrifying
masterpiece has enthralled audiences and has been heaped with critical accolades. "The play that changed American
theatre forever" - The New York Times.

Paper Dolls Fashion Workshop
Create your own paper doll fashions - from basic wear to haute couture! Paper Dolls Fashion Workshop offers budding
fashionistas a fashion-forward style lookbook of prompts, tips, and expert instruction as they learn to make their own paper
dolls and paper doll wardrobes. Beginning with an overview of basic tools and materials, techniques, and embellishments,
readers will embark on a creative journey through a variety of patterns and projects that teach them how to turn their own
doodles, tangles, and designs into fabulous fashion looks and accessories - specifically for the purpose of creating their own
paper dolls. With reusable doll models and blank clothing templates, artists will enjoy endless paper doll fun. From basics
and sleepwear to dresses and outerwear, savvy style mavens will find an abundance of fashion-forward inspiration
encouraging them to create their own designs, while a section on career, costume, and haute couture paper doll clothing
inspires artists to let their imagination run free.

Rosie the Riveter Paper Dolls
**BONUS** Download a FREE PDF version of all the designs so you can explore color schemes and try new techniques to
your heart's content. Brimming with fun-to-color fashions, Fanciful Fashions has 35 clothing collections designed in adorable
detail. Colorists can enjoy timeless classics and hot fashion trends such as floral jeans, animal prints, strapless gowns,
bangles and baubles, statement heels, tropical beachwear, poodle skirts, and much more. The themed outfits display an
array of accessories on imaginative backgrounds. Each page tells its own fashion story, and the colors you choose bring the
styles to life. What's included: 35 Coloring Pages Designs printed on one side only Trivia about each fashion collection Color
ideas and inspiration Colorwayz Coloring Books invite you to express yourself, relax, and have fun. You have a color story to
tell."

Mandala Coloring Book
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Harold is a curious four-year-old whose imagination - and ubiquitous purple crayon - leads him into a world of his own
invention. This story is full of twists and surprises as young Harold draws himself some wonderful adventures.

Action Stars Paper Dolls
Splendid collection of 2 figures and 16 dazzling costumes designed for traditional characters in Chinese opera. Lavishly
embroidered robes, elegant headdresses, and painted faces for male and female characters.

Colonial Fashions Paper Dolls
The story of Pecola Breedlove profiles an eleven-year-old African-American girl growing up in an America that values blueeyed blondes and the tragedy that results from her longing to be accepted.

Made to Play!
30 large, ready-to-color illustrations of actual 19th-century dolls in authentic costumes: captivating Jumeau dolls; a Bru lady
doll, c. 1870; a French fashion bride of the 1870s, many more.

Nancy Drew Classic Paper Dolls
Laura Ingalls Wilder's unedited, and unpublished, draft of her autobiography that was written for an adult audience and
eventually served as the foundation for her popular Little House on the Prairie series includes not-safe-for-children tales that
feature stark scenes of domestic abuse, love triangles gone awry and a man who lit himself on fire while drunk off whiskey.

Victorian Cat Family
Dress this feline family of 4 dolls in a wardrobe of full-color Victorian fashions and send them on adventures to the park, to
the beach, to parties and more. 16 plates of color illustrations.

Pioneer Girl
Paper dolls, with costumes representative of the clothes, pets, and toys for the Dingle Dell characters between 1913-1925
and clothes from other countries for Dolly Dingle.
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Dream Wedding Paper Dolls with Glitter!
With two dolls and eight clothing pages, this book celebrates the fashion and image of the quintessential movie star of our
time: Marilyn Monroe.

Leathermen Paper Dudes
Presents designs for paper dolls, their clothing, and other unique collage projects.

Sewing Clothes for Barbie
Among the best-loved books of all time, Louise May Alcott's Little Women has appealed to generations of readers. This
charming paper doll collection recreates all four of the genial title characters featured in that literary classic. Here in full
color are practical Meg, tomboyish Jo, gentle Beth, and curly-haired Amy. The four dolls can be dressed in 16 different midVictorian outfits—all based on scenes from the popular novel. Included are costumes for the celebrated Christmas play;
practical daytime wear consisting of capes, shawls, aprons, and dresses; and a bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and lace
for Meg's wedding. A delight for collectors and paper doll fans of all ages, this wonderful collection will also thrill readers
who still have warm memories of Alcott's timeless tale.

The Great Pantyhose Crafts Book
Marilyn Monroe Paper Dolls
When Kathleen Taylor could not find Christmas coloring cards to buy last year, she decided to draw her own. Once she
started drawing Folk Art Santas, she didn't stop. The result is this book, 33 pages packed with coloring fun: 6 book marks,
20 card fronts, 8 full-page illustrations to color, 1 Santa paper doll with 12 outfits, 4 gift bags, 2 small folding gift cards, and
8 gift tags. You may color the card fronts, gift tags, and the paper doll, then glue them to card stock for use (card stock not
included). It's a whole season of coloring fun for all ages.

Fanciful Fashions Coloring Book
For Gertie's New Fashion Sketchbook, Gretchen Hirsch teamed up with illustrator Sun Young Park to reinvent traditional
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figure templates--known as croquis--for the 21st century. Instead of the unnaturally skinny, tall, and frequently off-balance
croquis the fashion industry has been sketching on for decades, this game-changing alternative presents hundreds of
realistically sized and proportioned female forms in balanced, lifelike poses. In addition, Park has rendered the croquis with
multiple tracing lines, allowing the sketcher to follow the lines that most accurately reflect the body shape desired. Also
included are an overview of the design and sketching process and a visual history of garment component styles, all to make
it easier to create fashion sketches for women of all shapes and sizes. A body-positive sketchpad to help you achieve your
fashion design dreams. Loaded with more than 300 figure templates that are proportionally true to the female form and
adaptable to different body types, plus helpful sketching tips and resources. A breakthrough for aspiring and experienced
designers tired of the industry standard of sketching clothing on female figures that are unnaturally skinny and tall (and
sometimes even off-balance). Printed in a special ink that fades away when you photocopy it.

Pope Francis Paper Dolls
Bring Laura's pioneer adventures to life with this latest collection of paper dolls adapted from the "Little House on the
Prairie" series. Join Laura as she travels to the wide-open Kansas prairie and plays in the high prairie grass. With Laura,
Mary, Ma, Pa, Baby Carrie, Jack and even Mr. Edwards, this newest collection is sure to bring hours of enjoyment.

My Book of Little House Paper Dolls
Since she first was introduced in 1930, Nancy Drew, girl detective, has been cleverly solving mysteries in a popular series of
books. And now, Nancy Drew appears as a paper doll, created by an exciting fresh talent, Darlene Jones. The nostalgic
appeal of the beloved young detective is captured in a distinctive artistic style that recalls the enduring charm and
excitement of the stories. The new paper doll book features three dolls depicting Nancy Drew in the '30s, '40s and '50s. Her
wardrobe offers 24 outfits from favorite classic mysteries allowing the girl detective to follow clues anywhere they may lead
until (as usual), she solves the mystery.

Alexander McQueen Fashions
Kindle the imagination with these loveable handmade fabric toys! Inspired by vintage 1940s patterns, projects include dolls,
softies, pillows, puppets, and little girl’s handbag. Learn toy-making tips to give your creation personal style and a sweet
disposition. Author Jill Hamor gives ideas for involving children in the process to teach them basic sewing skills. Customize
any project to fit your skill level and time commitment, and have fun making outfits for your dolly from your favorite fabrics,
scraps, or even upcycled bits from old clothes. Share the love of handmade with your whole family…the young and the
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young at heart!

Collage Couture Studio Paper Dolls
This is the perfect Mandala Coloring Book The Book Contains: 100 pages Premium matte cover design complex mandala
coloring Perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11 Printed on high quality Perfect gift for Women, Men, sister, parents, Coworkers,
gradparents, kids, boys, girls

Chinese Opera Costumes Paper Dolls
Dress 2 figures in 16 finely detailed costumes worn at folk festivals during the late-19th and early-20th centuries in former
republics of the Soviet Union. Wardrobes include beautifully embroidered shawls, skirts, tunics, trousers, and long coats
from Russia, Estonia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan.

Little Women Paper Dolls
Tom Tierney turns back the clock to World War II when women took over the nation's workforce and made history. This
book of vintage fashions honors Rosie and her female co-workers with three paper dolls and 26 authentic outfits of the
1940s including work clothes, casual dresses, smart suits, evening gowns and a war-time wedding dress. Included is a story
about Rosie the Riveter plus fashion notes. A wonderful collectible item for World War II buffs, paper doll collectors and
those interested in 1940s fashions and the changing role of women in the workforce.

Glamorous Television Stars Paper Dolls
Delight young children and encourage play through unique handmade toys. From sewn and stuffed musical instruments to
interlocking paper building blocks and wooden animal figurines, the projects in this book are meant to encourage openended play. Organized by kid-loving subjects, the toys here follow the themes of Zoo; House; Blocks, Cars & Trucks; DressUp; Music; and Art. Overall, the projects here are meant to stimulate imagination, build confidence through success and
enjoyment, and enhance the bond between family and friends through the creation of unique, artistic handmade toys and
crafts. The thirty-five projects in this book include a variety of crafts, from drawing to sewing and light woodworking. The
toys presented here are made out of wonderfully tactile materials—repurposed fabrics, wood, and paper—and invite
opportunities for creative and imaginative play. Every project is easy to complete, made with accessible materials, and
requires little time to make. The projects are simple enough that endless variation can come from the making of each,
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leaving enough room for you to make the item to suit your own personal interests. With a design aesthetic that is clean,
simple, and modern, each project is presented with full-color photos and hand-drawn instructional illustrations and
templates. Projects include: • Modern Doll House and Doll House Furniture • Portable Zoo Animals • Abstract Vertical Puzzle
• Wooden Nature Scene • Bottle-Cap Tambourine • Exploration Cape • Modern Alphabet Game • Shadow Puppet Theater •
And more!

Harold and the Purple Crayon
This tribute to the beloved pontiff features a full array of papal attire, from the ordination robe to the mitre and crozier.
Includes biographical notes.

More Lettie Lane Paper Dolls
2 dolls and 30 stylish costumes. Styles range from casual elegance and the "punk" look to Middle Eastern and folk from
such fashion gurus as Dior, Mary Quant, Givenchy, Courrèges, Lauren, and many more.

Gertie's New Fashion Sketchbook
Thom Magister's first adult paper doll book offers four hot paper dudes who enjoy wearing leather, denim, uniforms, and
fetish gear. Each dude has seven different outfits, including cop, cowboy, and military styles, plus bondage accessories and
more to convey a particular look. That adds up to almost 50 different fantasies you can explore with their help!
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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